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OUR PLEDGE

Through digital creativity our goal is to deliver sustainable marketing solutions for the future. 

We are working towards minimising our carbon footprint while still maintaining maximum 

visibility and impact.

Our forward-thinking approach empowers our clients to choose eco-friendly, sustainable 

marketing services, with these principles at the core of our business, team and service 

offerings. From solar panelled offices, electric vehicles, nature garden, pure water filters and 

recyclable & bio-degradable print room materials, we can offer a greener agency solution.

Even small changes in the workplace can have a big environmental impact. Here are a few 

things we’re doing at FWD. We hope it encourages others to explore more environmentally 

sustainable options and make a change too.
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Bamboo Ballpen
Made from sustainable hand-machined bamboo with 
an elegant metal clip. German Dokumental® ink refill 
provides a generous 1,500 metre writing length. Spot 
colour printing and laser engraving options available for 
branding the barrel.

Revitalising Drinks Set
Branded Bottle – BPA-free, with rPET 
body made from recycled plastic with 
bamboo screw cap. Comes with flavoured 
hydration sachets packed with vitamins 
and electrolytes, supplied in a branded 
cotton gift bag.

Foldable rPET bag
Foldable branded shopper bag with vest style 
handles made from 100% recycled polyester.  
GRS Certified. Available in 4 colours.

rPET Microfibre Cloths
180mm x 150mm microfibre cloth with full colour 
print. Perfect for cleaning glasses and screens. 
Made from certified rPET material 

SUSTAINABLE RANGE SUSTAINABLE RANGE
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Eco A5 Casebound Notebook
A5 Casebound Notebook with matching elastic 
strap, pen-loop and ribbon. The cover is finished in 
Porto a recycled material made from waste plastic 
bottles, with a quality look and feel. The inner 
paper is white lined 100% recycled. The cover can 
be either debossed, foil blocked or digitally printed. 
Available in 3 colours.

Desktop Cube Garden
Beautifully pre-printed grow kit, with a choice of 
wildflower or herb seeds. Branded with a gloss sticker to 
the side of the cube (x2), and square sticker to the sleeve, 
making it a great sustainable promotional product.

Bamboo Wireless Charger
Laser engraved Bamboo Wireless charger. 
5V/2A input and maximum output power 
of 5W. Includes a 1m USB/micro USB cable 
for charging. Compatible with smartphones 
with wireless charging technology. 
Supplied in a kraft paper gift box.

rPET Highlighters
Made using 100% recycled plastic bottles. Available in 
yellow and pink ink.

360ml Stainless Steel Mug
This mug is made with RCS certified recycled stainless steel 
and the handle is made of responsibly sourced beech wood. 
The copper vacuum insulation in the mug helps to keep drinks 
at their ideal temperature for a long period of time. BPA free. 
Available in 4 colours.
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Room Fragrance Spray
Our room mists will refresh and enliven any space. 
100ml branded black glass bottle.

Candle Jar
Relax and revitalise with this elegant 220g 
branded black glass candle jar.

Reed Diffuser
Elevate your mood with this branded glass 
diffuser, complete with 6 black reeds.

Candle Tin
Help bring some calm to even the busiest of 
spaces with this 160g black candle tin, with 
branded lid.

Improve mindfulness and reduce stress with our Wellbeing Essentials range. All of these luxurious items 
are locally manufactured and available in 3 fragrances:

SERENITY
A gorgeous blend of 100% pure 
essential oils that support mental 
health and well being. This fragrance 
is blended with Lavender, Bergamot, 
Patchouli and Ylang Ylang all which 
have properties that act to reduce, 
stress, anxiety and improve mood.

ORANGE & ROSEMARY
Sweet Orange oil blended with Rosemary 100% natural 
essential oil  to create a lovely relaxing spa scent. 

SANCTUARY
A gorgeous blend of orange and soothing florals, middle 
notes of cardamom, cypress, lavender, geranium and base 
notes of vanilla, patchouli and warm woods. 

Car Diffuser
Mini branded glass diffuser to hang in your car 
for relaxing journeys.

Wax Melts
Bespoke branded 
vegan soy wax melts.

Hotel Chocolat Gift Set
Elegance and opulence unite in this delectable 
selection. Hotel Chocolat selection box, alcoholic 
drink collection and branded tumbler, all packaged 
together in a bespoke branded box.

senator® Image Chrome Metal Rollerball
Visionary design, terrific effects. Branded rollerball with 
lacquered metal barrel and matt chrome trim. Fitted 
with large capacity Magic Flow metal refill. Supplied in 
individual black card gift box with branded label.

Prestbury RFID Hip Wallet
High quality debossed faux leather hip wallet with RFID 
lining to protect the cards held inside.

A4 Soft Touch Notebook
A4 soft touch thick PU cover available 
in 12 colours. It contains 196 Ivory lined 
pages with date marks and colour 
matched ribbon, pen loop and elastic 
closure. Cover branding available spot 
colour printing, debossing, foil blocking 
and digital printing.
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